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General style

Footnote:

First entry—


Subsequent entries from same volume or work—

49 Ibid., VII.15, 11:199.

Subsequent entry from different volume in series—

51 Ibid., § 2, 9:50.

Bibliography:

Wesley’s Journal and Diaries from Bicentennial Edition

First entry—


*If I would place the editors with the unit they edited rather than the whole series, add the number of volumes in the set, alter the series title to include Bicentennial (as on half-title page), change the date of publication for the series, and add the date of the journal entry:*  

Subsequent entries (if there are no works by Charles Wesley cited)—

16 Wesley, September 15, 1771, *Journal and Diaries V*, 290.  
17 Ibid., November 23, 1772, 354.  

Bibliography:

If using only one volume from the set—


If using more than one volume from the Journals but no other volumes in the set—


If using more than one volume from the set, from different units—

**Wesley’s sermons (from Bicentennial Edition)**

**Footnote:**


**Subsequent entries (but with other entries to other portions of the Works)—**


23 Ibid., §9, 447.

**Bibliography:**


**Wesley’s letters (from Bicentennial Edition)**

**Footnotes:**


**Subsequent entries (but with other entries to other portions of the Works or Letters)—**


22 Ibid., 642.

**Bibliography:**

**If only one volume used—**


**If more than one volume used—**

Providence House CD-ROM of Wesley’s *Works* (for items not in the Bicentennial Edition)

Footnotes:

First entry—


Subsequent entries—

22 Ibid., Part 2, I.16 (4), 9:256.
23 Ibid., I.15, 9:255.

Bibliography:

If only one item from *Works* (Jackson), CD-ROM edition—


If more than one item from *Works* (Jackson), CD-ROM edition—